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Manual Journals are needed in order to record transactions that aren’t automatically posted 
by the system. 

An example of this may be the depreciation of a fixed asset, entering wages figures or to 
transfer a value from one nominal code to another. 

To help speed up the process of creating large regular journals it is possible to create a 
Journal Template. A Journal Template is a preselected list of nominals based on what the 
user specifies. This is especially useful for entering large repetitive manual Journals such as 
wages, where the Journal will be more or less the same nominals each week or month, but 
just require the values adjusting. 

In the below example a Wage Journal needs to be entered every month, so a template will 
be created for use to save time doing this. 

Before it’s possible to create the journal the first step is to create the Journal Template. 

To do this go to 600 Accounting Module  Other  Journal Template (1). 

 

 

The Journal Template wizard will then be presented as shown below (2), Click next to 
continue. 
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The next screen will decide on how the Journal Template will be entered. The majority if not 
all Journals will be entered as “Values”, so leave this as defaulted to Values (3). 
 
The description will generates its own name (4). 

The Reference 1 and Reference 2 boxes (5) can be customised to a name relevant to the 
template. The below example is named “Wages Journal Week”. 
When using the template the Reference boxes here will flow through to the Journal 
References and can be overwritten on the Journal if required. 
 

 

Click next to continue. 
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The account codes can now be entered as required (6). 

If the values on the Journal are always the same, these can be populated on the template 
and will pull through on the Journal each time the template is used (7) if required, otherwise 
can just be left blank. 

Enter a detailed line description (8) if required, again if this is always unique the field can 
simply be left blank as required. 
 

 

Click next/finish to finish creating the template. 
 
NB – If the Journal needs to be amended again, simply go to 600 Accounting Module  
Other  Journal Template (1) and drill into the template already created and repeat the 
steps above to amend. 
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To use the Journal Template simply create the new Manual Journal. 
(Refer to the knowledgebase on “how to create a manual journal” if required) 
 
Select the Journal template dropdown (9) then select the relevant template (10). 

 

The template has now pulled through the relevant References and Nominals based on the 
Journal Template created (11). 

The references and values can be amended as required and then the journal saved as usual.  

 


